INTRODUCTION
States forecast methods are essential science and technology. Least square support vector machine (LS-SVM) and Hidden Markov model (HMM) are the common forecast methods [1, 2] . At present, the documents about research on combining HMM and SVM are less comparatively, that focus on mainly voice distinguishing, image objective and fault diagnosis [3, 4] . The research results show the excellent performance of the combined method. In these study HMM is used in classification implement but massive train calculation and long-time calculation are needed. HMM has the decoding function when single HMM is trained. In the paper HMM was combined with LS-SVM as decoder. LS-SVM was used to forecast the observation figure of equipment state and HMM was used to solve the future state of equipment, that made fault forecast be relevant with equipment state directly. Under these circumstances forecast results were easily understood and analyzed, that could offer decision reference for maintaining support person.
II. THE IMPROVEMENT OF HMM
HMM is a double random process [5] : one random process is the Markov chain describing finitude state of state transformation, the other random process is corresponding relation of statistics between every state and observation figure.
The solution gotten by Baum-Welch （ B-W ） algorithm is not certain that these are entirely optimal resolution overall situation, but is usually one only local optimal resolution [6] . For the problem of HMM, the algorithm was improved by multi-agent genetic algorithm ( MAGA) in the paper. MAGA is a new optimization method based on the ability of intelligence agent apperceiving environment and reaction, main features of that are small scale population, fast convergence, better seek ability overall situation and stability [7, 8] . For electronic equipment performance degeneration can not usually be duplicated, thus left-right and right-turn model is taken as HMM model, that is illustrated by the first figure. The state of one is initial state, the state of five is fault state, and the state of two, three, and four are different degree degeneration state. , , , , , , , ,
2) Operation achievement way of genetic operator. The genetic operator of MAGA is mainly consist of neighbourhood competition operator, neighbourhood crossover operator, variation operator and self-learning operator Self-learning of intelligence agent, while selflearning operator included the front three operator. In order to ensure the frist formula exist throughout, the front three operator is not operated exceeding own area, but is operated alone in proper order in respective area. These operation is carried out inside one section or among sections, every of that is normalization disposed.
3) Fitness function. The goal of HMM parameter estimation is to seek parameter
  π AB so as to
is regarded as adaptation degree function so as to compare adaptation degree. Supposed the number of observation array regarded as train is K, the observation probability of the k observation array is
, thus adaptation degree function is:
is undefined, the method making evolution end by adaptation figure threshold is not applicative. Therefore maximum evolution algebra is regarded as end condition in the paper.
III. THE IMPROVEMENT OF LS-SVM
For LS-SVM, optimization indexes of LS-SVM are indicated by square term, inequality restraint is replaced by equation restraint, the twice programming problem is transformed into linear equation group so as to solve, that simplifies solving process [9] . The optimization estimation on nucleus parameter σ and punishment parameter C of LS-SVM is actually a complex optimization problem of up-down limit continuous function, thus that is estimated by MAGA in the paper. 1) Chromosome code. Parameter figure range of LS-SVM is large. If binary system coding is adopted, the chromosome length could not reach precision demand if it is too short, on the other hand the chromosome length is likely to increase calculation complexity degree of coding again and again if it is too long. Real number coding way is adopted in the paper, that is illustrated by the fourth figure. 2) Genetic operation operator. Neighborhood competition operator is iterated according to the way that intelligence agent with maximum energy in its neighborhood. The crossover position is not selected when neighborhood crossover operator crossed, a part of nucleus parameter σ of intelligence agent is exchanged partially, and the cross operation occurred only once. Variation operator needed some improvement. Variation occurred according to the relation among the intelligence agent energy impacted by variation operator, maximum energy of intelligence agent and population average energy. Finally the original intelligence agent is replaced by the new intelligence agent that had maximum energy. Selflearning operator impacted usually on the intelligence agent that had maximum energy, of that population initialization problem needed to be solved.
3) Adaptation degree function. In order to validate which is parameter estimation the excellent or not, root mean square error (RMSE) that is trained by cross validation method is regarded as adaptation degree function. The form of adaptation degree function is illustrated by the fourth formula:
4) End condition. In order to guarantee appropriate arithmetic quantity, two end condition is used that is maximum evolution algebra and minimum RMSE. Maximum evolution algebra is set for 100, minimum RMSE is set for 0.02. If one of the two end condition happened, the algorithm ended.
IV. COMBINED FORECAST MODEL BEING ESTABLISHED
The degenerating state of electron equipment is not visible, but is expressed out by the performance parameters that could be observed, thus degenerating state of electron equipment is very difficult to be forecasted directly by LS-SVM. The possible state of equipment could be estimated by the way of observation value when HMM is used as decoder. Therefore LS-SVM and HMM could be combined so that degenerating state of electron equipment is forecasted directly. First the performance date (possible observation date in future) of equipment is forecasted, then the degenerating state of equipment is estimated according to forecast date by HMM. The flow of combined forecast model is illustrated by the third figure. Figure 3 . The flow chart of combined forecast method 1) Parameters train is carried out according to degenerating process date of electron equipment (observation date) that had be disposed;
2) Regression parameters of LS-SVM is estimated by MAGA.
3) Performance parameters of electron equipment is forecasted nonlinearity by LS-SVM trained so as to get forecast observation value; 4) Forecast observation value and previous observation date is imported into HMM, then future degenerating state of equipment is estimated by Viterbi algorithm [10] . Electron equipment state is divided into five grades: "health", "fine", "notice", "deterioration", "bad".
V. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
Temperature control amplifier is a complex electron product and a very important accessory on the a great many of electromechanical equipment. The temperature of electromechanical equipment pivotal position could be controlled and air flow and fuel oil flow could also be rectified by temperature control amplifier. But it is the especial component that usually damaged because of installment position and work surroundings, thus it is very essential to be carry out state forecast for temperature control amplifier.
A. Date disposing
Twenty temperature control amplifier was selected as research object. The four parameter of T1, T3, T6 temperature signal voltage and speed-decreasing warning voltage was simulation date, but date was not listed because of limited article length.
The initial normal state date of the parameters about i equipment was 0 The sum of absolute change volume of four parameters was at test moment k. The fusion dates gotten form the fifth formula were used as simulation calculation date.
B. Parameter estimation
Parameter set of MAGA that was used to parameter estimation for HMM and LS-SVM was illustrated by the frist table. According to the different degree degenerating of temperature control amplifier, the number of degenerating state was set as five, thus the state number of HMM was N=5, and the number observation value corresponding with every state was M=5. Minimum RMSE was supposed as 0.02, and the threshold of LS-SVM was min 0.001 The estimation results of LS-SVM parameters were gotten after five operation, that was illustrated by the second table. The nucleus parameter of σ=0.451 7 and punishment parameter of C=138. 627 4 were selected. In order to test the validity of MAGA further, MAGA algorithm was compared with Baum-Welch algorithm and ant colony algorithm(ACA), the result was illustrated by the third table and the fourth table, the optimization ability of MAGA was best in three algorithm. Performance of LS-SVM was evaluated by three evaluation indexes of mean absolute error (MAE), RMSE and mean relative error(MRE). The fourth figure and the fifth figure was respectively the adaptation value curve corresponding with MAGA optimization HMM and LS-SVM parameter estimation optimal parameter, and quick convergence of MAGA could be found out from these figure. 
C. State forecast
Ten feature fusion dates of one temperature control amplifier were selected as test dates of LS-SVM according to degenerating time list, forecast result was illustrated by the sixth figure. It was necessary that the forecast performance of LS-SVM optimized by MAGA was optimal, but forecast precision decreased with forecast steps increasing. The performance compare date of LS-SVM optimized by three algorithms was illustrated by the fifth table. VI. CONCLUSIONS HMM and LS-SVM was trained by MAGA in order to increase parameter estimation performance greatly. For the equipment with degenerating process date, the combined forecast model has favorable application prospect. On the base of state forecast, it is essential for the problem of state estimation and remaining life forecast to be researched further in future.
